Studies of social perception report acute human sensitivity to where another's attention is aimed. Here we ask whether humans are also sensitive to how the other's attention is deployed. Observers viewed videos of actors reaching to targets without knowing that those actors were sometimes choosing to reach to one of the targets (endogenous control) and sometimes being directed to reach to one of the targets (exogenous control). Experiments 1 and 2 showed that observers could respond more rapidly when actors chose where to reach, yet were at chance when guessing whether the reach was chosen or directed. This implicit sensitivity to attention control held when either actor's faces or limbs were masked (experiment 3) and when only the earliest actor's movements were visible (experiment 4). Individual differences in sensitivity to choice correlated with an independent measure of social aptitude. We conclude that humans are sensitive to attention control through an implicit kinematic process linked to empathy. The findings support the hypothesis that social cognition involves the predictive modeling of others' attentional states.
Studies of social perception report acute human sensitivity to where another's attention is aimed. Here we ask whether humans are also sensitive to how the other's attention is deployed. Observers viewed videos of actors reaching to targets without knowing that those actors were sometimes choosing to reach to one of the targets (endogenous control) and sometimes being directed to reach to one of the targets (exogenous control). Experiments 1 and 2 showed that observers could respond more rapidly when actors chose where to reach, yet were at chance when guessing whether the reach was chosen or directed. This implicit sensitivity to attention control held when either actor's faces or limbs were masked (experiment 3) and when only the earliest actor's movements were visible (experiment 4). Individual differences in sensitivity to choice correlated with an independent measure of social aptitude. We conclude that humans are sensitive to attention control through an implicit kinematic process linked to empathy. The findings support the hypothesis that social cognition involves the predictive modeling of others' attentional states.
social perception | attention | action prediction | autism spectrum | action observation I magine giving a sales pitch when you notice a potential buyer reaching for her phone. Whether she has shifted her attention to the phone voluntarily or whether she did so because it blinked unexpectedly is critical information about her mental state and possibly about the success of your sales pitch. Here we report that humans can implicitly distinguish between these two kinds of attention control in the observed actions of others.
We already know that humans are remarkably sensitive to where someone is attending (1, 2) . This ability not only holds important clues to dangers and opportunities in the environment, but it contributes to a representation of the other's mental state [i.e., a theory of mind (3, 4) ]. However, do these representations only fill out the content of the other's mind, or do they also hold information on the control of that content? A recent theory proposes that social awareness involves the predictive (forward) kinematic modeling of other people's attention (5) (6) (7) . These models include the nature of control, so that the spatial and temporal consequences of an attentional state can be predicted in the actions of others before they occur.
The control of attention is among the most widely studied topics in all of cognitive science (8) (9) (10) . Attention is endogenous when we voluntarily decide to act on an event in the environment; it is exogenous when the action is governed by environmental factors, such as a sudden local change in appearance or sound. Here we studied observers' sensitivity to attention control. We presented observers with videos of actors reaching to one of two possible targets while either choosing (endogenous control) or being directed (exogenous control) to one target.
Fig . 1A illustrates the reaching task from the actor's perspective. Because our goal was to test for sensitivity to how the reaches were controlled-not sensitivity to overt differences in the onsets or movement times of the reaches-we eliminated temporal cues that might distinguish chosen from directed actions, and we randomized the trials shown to observers to eliminate any trial-to-trial contingencies. How we accomplished these design goals is described in detail in SI Methods, which describes how the stimulus set of videos was generated, along with the temporal and kinematic characteristics of the reaches shown in the videos (Tables S1 and S2 ). The analyses of the actors' video clips also compared kinematic features of the reaches, to confirm that they varied as we expected between chosen (endogenous) and direct (exogenous) reaches. In short, chosen reaches tended to take longer to achieve peak acceleration, and the limb trajectories toward the targets were more curved than direct reaches, reflecting their greater decisional uncertainty (11) .
We presented chosen and directed videos to observers and ask them to predict the target of the actor's actions. Two alternative hypotheses were considered. If observers based their predictions solely on the kinematic cues of the reaching actions, they should fare better on directed trials, because those reaches take less time to reach peak acceleration and move more directly through space to the target location. We call this the "physical signal hypothesis" and contrast it with what we call the "social prediction hypothesis." In the social prediction hypothesis, choice actions follow more naturally and predictably from the prechoice mental and postural states of an actor than directed actions (12) . Actions that are directed by an unpredictable external signal are less likely to be congruent with the actor's recent mental and postural history. Thus, if observers can capitalize on bodily cues reflecting the actors' internal biases toward one target, they should fare better on chosen trials, because these early cues predict the actors' ultimate target choice (13) .
In the following experiments, we report empirical support for the social prediction hypothesis by pursuing five specific questions: (i) Are humans sensitive to endogenous vs. exogenous attention control in others? (ii) Is sensitivity to attention control consciously accessible to observers? (iii) Where on the actor's body can the attention control signal be seen? (iv) How early in the time course of observed actions is the attention control
Significance
This study documents that human social understanding involves not only knowing where someone else is attending, but also sensitivity to how the other's attention has been directed. The experiments reveal that humans are sensitive to subtle differences in bodily cues that occur when someone else's attention is controlled by an internal choice vs. an external signal. This finding brings William James' longstanding distinction between reflexive and voluntary attention squarely into the realm of a modern topic: reading others' minds through action observation.
Author contributions: A.P., C.S.C., and J.T.E. designed research; A.P., C.S.C., and J.T.E. performed research; A.P. and J.T.E. analyzed data; and A.P., C.S.C., and J.T.E. wrote the paper. perspective. The first experiment tested the sensitivity of observers to the actors' attention control states by asking observers to indicate rapidly whether the target of the actor's reach was left or right. The fundamental question is whether observers would be faster to predict the end-target of an actor's movements when they were chosen vs. directed.
The results showed that observers were faster to discriminate the location of an actor's reach when it was chosen than when it was directed. This difference in reaction times is surprising when one considers that the reaching kinematics favored the direct reaches. However, it is consistent with the claim that social awareness involves a predictive model of the attentional state of others (5-7).
This model not only includes information about where the other is attending, but it includes ongoing predictions about the decision being undertaken by the other.
Methods.
Observers. Thirty participants (18 female, 4 left-handed) with a mean age of 21.9 (SD = 4.6) were recruited from the University of British Columbia (UBC) Human Subject Pool to serve as observers. The only exclusion criterion was failing to report normal or corrected to normal vision. Observers received partial course credit in exchange for 1 h of time, as approved by the UBC Behavioral Research Ethics Board. All participants read and signed a written informed consent document before testing. The document described the procedures, informed participants they would receive partial credit in a qualifying psychology course, and that they could withdraw from participation at any point without penalty. Procedure. Fig. 1B illustrates the experiment from the observer's perspective. Observers sat at a desktop computer, with their task being to press one of two keys, spatially mapped to the target locations, as rapidly as possible. Observers were instructed to treat this task as a competitive game in which they could "beat the actor" by making the correct response before the actor's finger reached the target location. However, they were also told to minimize their errors by making no more than 10-20% errors overall. Each trial began with the observer's two index fingers resting on these keys and their eyes on a fixation cross for 1-1.5 s. The presentation of the fixation cross was followed by a video clip showing an actor reaching for a target and the observer's response (Movies S1-S16).
The session began with eight practice trials involving an actor who was not used in the main test. Observers were told that actors would reach left and right an equal number of times and at random. The 100 trials for each actor were shown in a single block, in counterbalanced order across observers, and observers were given a short break between each of the four blocks of trials. At the conclusion of the session, observers completed the 50-item AutismSpectrum Quotient (AQ) (14) . Results. Fig. 2 shows the mean correct response time (RT) in the chosen and directed conditions overall ( Fig. 2A ) and for each of the four actors ranked by the speed with which observers could discriminate whether they were pointing left or right (Fig. 2B ). Fig.  2 C and D show the data after each observer's correct RT had been converted to z-scores to control for the larger differences in the mean speed and variance of the four actors' reaches ( Fig. 2B ). Both of these analyses make it clear that RT was faster in the chosen than in the directed condition for each of the four actors (A1-A4). This conclusion was supported by the following analyses.
Incorrect trials and responses >3 SDs from the mean were excluded. Response accuracy, correct RT, and z-scores of correct RT were each subjected to repeated-measures ANOVA examining the effect of condition (chosen or directed) and actor (A1-A4). Z-scores were computed on the correct RT values by subtracting each observer RTs from the mean RTs of that observer to the corresponding actor, and dividing this difference by the SD of the observer's RTs for this actor.
Observers responded correctly on 81% of trials (SEM = 0.7%), with significant differences in accuracy between actor videos [F(3, 87) = 15.31, P < 0.001, η 2 = 0.346 (in rank order A3 = 85%, A2 = 83%, A4 = 81%, and A1 = 75%)], but no differences between condition (P > 0.25) or an interaction (P > 0.09). Analysis of correct RT indicated significant main effects of condition, with responses to chosen reaches made significantly faster than responses to directed reaches [F(1, 29) = 70.39, P < 0.001, η 2 = 0.708; actor F(3, 87) = 31.48, P < 0.001, η 2 = 0.521; and interaction, F(3, 87) = 3.21, P < 0.03, η 2 = 0.100]. To test whether the choice advantage was influenced by observer accuracy, we included overall accuracy as a between-subjects factor, after dividing the participants into more accurate (mean accuracy = 93% correct) and less accurate (mean accuracy = 69% correct) halves. This analysis indicated no interaction of condition × accuracy [F(1, 28) = 1.38, P < 0.25, η 2 = 0.012], with both groups showing a 19-ms advantage in the chosen condition. This result indicates that the difference between responses to chosen and directed actions is not due to a speed-accuracy trade-off.
Z-scores of correct reaction times of observers to each actor were computed to consider the effect of condition after controlling for the large variability in reaching behavior between actors. In these analyses, the main effect of actor was no longer significant, but there was a main effect of condition [F(1, 29) = 80.51, P < 0.001, η 2 = 0.735]. In the experiments that follow, we undertake similar analysis of accuracy, correct RT, and z-scores, but for simplicity, we will only present graphs showing the mean z-scores and their SEs. None of the conclusions differed depending on whether an analysis was based on raw RT or on z-scores.
Experiment 2: Is Sensitivity to Attention Control Consciously Accessible to Observers? Experiment 1 showed that observers' speeded responses to actors' reaches are faster when the target of the reach is chosen rather than directed. However, it is one thing for a social prediction model to influence kinematic behavior (i.e., the observer's spatially mapped response); it is another to have this information accessible at a conscious level. In this experiment, we replicated the conditions of the previous one, but, in addition, we asked whether observers could correctly report the attention control state of the actors.
We found no evidence, either in the observers as a group or among individual observers, that their explicit attempts to discriminate chosen from directed actions exceeded the chance level of guessing. However, these same observers were able to distinguish these two types of reaches in their speeded kinematic responses. This pattern of findings implies that sensitivity to attention control influences an observer's action, but that it is not accessible to the observer's conscious awareness.
Methods. The method in experiment 2 was identical to experiment 1 with the following exceptions: (i) Thirty different observers (10 female, 2 left-handed) with mean age of 23.1 (SD = 4.3) served as observers. (ii) In the instructions, observers were shown the actor's perspective in the video and informed that on a random half of the trials the actor had chosen which target to reach and on the other half of trials they were directed. (iii) After the observer's speeded response to indicate the direction of the actor's reach, observers were asked to make a second response, indicating whether they believed the reach had been chosen or directed. They responded to this question ("Did the actor choose where to point?") by pressing one of two specially marked keys at the top of the keyboard marked as "yes" and "no."
Results. Fig. 3 shows the mean z-scores of correct RT in the chosen vs. directed conditions (Fig. 3A) and shows the proportion of hits and false alarms observers made in response to the question of whether the video they had just responded to represented a chosen or directed trial (Fig. 3B) , after rank-ordering observers in terms of their response biases from conservative (reluctant to respond "chosen") to liberal (reluctant to respond "direct"). See Dataset S1 for data coded for hit and false alarm responses. These data show that the main finding of experiment 1 replicated under these conditions (i.e., correct responses were faster on chosen than directed trials) but that observers were unable to report whether the actors they were responding to were chosen or not. These conclusions were supported by the following analyses.
Observers responded correctly on 78% of trials (SEM = 0.8%), with significant differences in accuracy between actor videos [F(3, 87) = 5.84, P < 0.001, η 2 = 0.169 (in rank order A3 = 79%, A2 = 79%, A4 = 78%, and A1 = 73%)], but no differences between condition or any interaction (P > 0.50). Analysis of correct RT indicated significant main effects of condition [F(1, 29) = 23.42, P < 0.001, η 2 = 0.447] and actor [F(3, 87) = 34.67, P < 0.001, η 2 = 0.545]. Examination of the relation between the choice advantage and accuracy indicated that the mean choice advantage was 21 ms for the 15 participants who were most accurate (mean accuracy = 92% correct) and only 7 ms for the 15 participants who were least accurate (mean accuracy = 64% correct) [F(1, 28) = 7.24, P < 0.01, η 2 = 0.136]. Analysis of z-scores also indicated a main effect of condition [F(1, 29) = 14.74, P < 0.001, η 2 = 0.337]. Analyses of the proportion of hits and false alarms in response to the question of whether a video represented a chosen or directed trial revealed no significant differences, either when the data were aggregated as a group or for any observer individually (all P > 0.25).
We also replicated this insensitivity in explicit reports in a new sample of 30 observers, who (i) were not asked to predict the target locations and (ii) were given trial-by-trial accuracy feedback on The proportion of hits and false alarms of observers trying to discriminate chosen from directed trials, after rank-ordering observer's response biases from conservative (reluctant to respond "chosen") to liberal (reluctant to respond "direct").
their guesses about whether the observer was choosing or reacting on each trial, so that they could devote their full attention to the task. The results were the same. Not a single one of the observers had a hit rate that differed significantly from their false-alarm rate.
Experiment 3: Where on the Actors' Body Can the Attention Control Signal Be Seen? Extant theories of social cognition have focused on the eyes as the primary source of information about social attention (3, 15) . More recent evidence suggests that head and body position also play a role (6, 16) . In experiment 3, we investigated where the control signal is coming from in the video clips of the actors. To do so, we selectively masked either the head (leaving the torso and limbs visible) or the body (leaving only the head visible) of the actors, while again asking observers to make a speeded response to the target of the actor's reach. The results showed that observers' sensitivity to attention control cues was robustly resistant to the occlusion of actors' body parts. The signal was available in both the head and body conditions, suggesting that the cues to the decision are distributed throughout the body. This result is in line with other research on the bodily clues regarding people's intentions (17) . For example, how one reaches for a Lego piece allows a partner to predict the intention to cooperate or compete (18) . The kinematics of running reveals the intention to deceive a sports opponent (19) . Observers are able to perceive the value of the poker hand in the arm kinematics of players (20) . The present adds to this previous work by showing that observers are sensitive to the bodily cues of attention control. It will be important in future studies to record the kinematics of actors beyond their end effector (i.e., finger movement), perhaps by using point-light displays to isolate features of bodily movements that carry the signal of attention control. They responded to each video by reaching as rapidly as possible to the target location they thought the actor was reaching toward. The instructions were to beat the actor if at all possible, without making >10-20% errors. We recorded the observer's reach initiation time and movement time on each trial using Optotrack to sample the 3D position of the right index finger at 200 Hz.
Results. Fig. 4 shows the mean z-scores of correct RT in the chosen vs. directed conditions, separately for trials in which only the body and limbs were visible vs. when only the head was visible. These data show that observers were more sensitive to the difference between chosen and directed trials when the body and limbs were visible than when the head was visible. These conclusions were supported by the following analyses.
Observers responded correctly on 78% of trials (SEM = 0.6%), with significant differences in accuracy between actor videos [F(3, 87) = 21.23, P < 0.001, η 2 = 0.423 (in rank order A4 = 81%, A3 = 81%, A2 = 74%, and A1 = 74%)], but not between conditions (P > 0.09). Response accuracy was also significantly greater when the body was visible (mean = 82%) than when the head was visible (mean = 73%) [F(1, 29) = 37.06, P < 0.001, and responses when the body was visible were faster by 134 ms than when only the head was visible [F(1, 29) = 76.48, P < 0.001, η 2 = 0.725]. Responses to choice movements were faster than responses to direct movements by 14 ms when the body was visible and 8 ms when the head was visible [F(1, 29) = 1.44, P < 0.25, η 2 = 0.047], but the responses on head trials were also slower (134 ms) and more variable (SE of 12 ms vs. only 6 ms for body trials). Analysis of z-scores, which controlled for these differences, indicated a significant advantage on chosen over direct trials [F(1, 29) = 18.89, P < 0.001, η 2 = 0.394], with this effect being significantly larger when the body was visible than when only the head was visible [F(1, 29) = 5.84, P < 0.02, η 2 = 0.168]. Examination of the relation between the choice advantage and accuracy indicated that the choice advantage was larger for the 15 participants who were most accurate (mean accuracy = 86%, mean z-score difference = 0.134) than for the 15 participants who were least accurate (mean accuracy = 69%, mean z-score difference = 0.050) [F(1, 28) = 4.50, P < 0.04, η 2 = 0.084].
Experiment 4: How Early Is the Attention Control Signal Available?
In experiment 4, we examined the time course of sensitivity to attention control by presenting the actor's videos cut at different lengths and asking observers to indicate the likely end target of the actor's actions from these brief segments. This question was guided by the theoretical idea that modeling of another's attentional state requires the observer to predict the actor's behavior even before it begins (6, 7) and by previous results showing that early prediction is essential in social coordination tasks (21) . The results showed that the advantage for responding on choice trials was evident in the first 100 ms of processing. This finding means that observers were able to use the preparatory movements that preceded the actor's reach to make a target location prediction. This finding is consistent with theories emphasizing the predictive nature of modeling social attention (5-7), which means that the sooner one can predict another's action, the more time they will have to consider and execute appropriate reactions (7, 22). The musculoskeletal constraints of the body require that moving one limb often requires the activation of other body parts. For example, initiating an arm-reaching movement requires the engagement of the shoulders, torso, and even the lower limbs to make the necessary postural adjustments to stabilize the body (23) . Humans appear to have implicit knowledge of these biomechanical principles and use this knowledge to predict others' actions. For example, basketball experts are able to predict the end result of a shot before the ball leaves the athlete's hand (22) . Observers of a soccer player are able to predict the kick direction before the footto-ball contact (24) . Deception in rugby runners is detected above chance before the runner changes direction (19) . More closely related to the present task, a competitive reaching study showed that preparatory cues (i.e., movements and postural configurations preceding the lift-off of the finger) give opponents an advantage (13) . The present findings extend this evidence by showing that observers are sensitive to the attention-control states engaging preparatory movements.
Method. The method in experiment 4 was identical to experiment 1 with the following exceptions. (i) There were a total of 30 different observers (17 female, 3 left-handed) with mean age of 22.71 y old (SD= 3.43). (ii) Using the same pool of videos as in previous experiments, we cut each video at six different lengths from the onset of the cue (0-100 ms to 0-600 ms, in 100-ms steps). (iii) Videos were randomly sampled from this pool on each trial. Observers reported the likely end target of the actor's reach, so percentage correct became the dependent measure. Because this method involved guessing on many trials when the segments were short, speed of responding was not emphasized. (iv) Observers completed two blocks of 600 trials, separated by a short break. Each block consisted on the presentation of 100 videos from a single actor, and the two actors selected for each observer were counterbalanced across observers.
Results. Fig. 5 shows the mean proportion of correct responses in the chosen and directed conditions as a function of the time from the onset of the actor's cue. These data show that observers can predict the target location more accurately for the chosen than the directed condition at the shortest two video lengths. This conclusion was supported by an ANOVA indicating significant main effects of condition [F(1, 29) = 23.90, P < 0.001, η 2 = 0.452] and time [F(5, 145) = 1149.99, P < 0.001, η 2 = 0.975] and an interaction [F(5, 145) = 27.54, P < 0.001, η 2 = 0.487]. Simple effects testing indicated that the chosen advantage in accuracy was significant at 100 and 200 ms (both P < 0.01), but not at the longer time bins (all P > 0.15).
Question 5. Is Sensitivity to Attention Control Linked to Social Aptitude? If the sensitivity of observers' responses to the attentional state of actors reflects the mental modeling of social attention, then individual differences in the strength of this sensitivity may be related to social aptitude on a broad scale. To test this hypothesis, we correlated individual differences in social sensitivity to attention control with self-reported social aptitude, as measured by the AQ (14) .
The analyses indicated that observers with higher social aptitude also exhibit stronger sensitivity to attention-control states in their kinematic responses. This finding bolsters the hypothesis that sensitivity to attention control arises from the involuntarily tendency for humans to model the attentional states of others (3, 4, 6) , because the sensitivity is observed in people with generally greater social empathy and communication skills.
Method. We asked observers in all four experiments to fill out the 50-item AQ (14) , which captures variation in the tendency toward autistic traits in the general population. Individuals with higher level of autistic-like traits show a nonclinical propensity to empathize less strongly with others and to engage in systemized thinking (e.g., great attention to detail, rigid interests), whereas individuals with lower levels of autistic traits display the opposite cognitive profile. One observer in experiment 3 did not complete the AQ questionnaire.
Results. To examine possible relationships between observers' social aptitude and their sensitivity to the attentional state of actors, we assigned each observer a sensitivity score based on their mean difference in z-scores between the directed and chosen conditions. In experiments 1 and 2, this overall score consisted of the mean difference in z-scores between chosen and directed trials across all four actors. In experiment 3, we used the mean difference score only for the body condition, which provided a stronger and more reliable signal than the head condition, and in experiment 4, we used the mean difference score in the 100-and 200-ms time bins, where the signal was strongest. 6 shows a scatterplot of observers' speeded sensitivity score in experiments 1-3 and their AQ scores. Experiments 1-3 portrayed a negative relationship between the measure of speeded response sensitivity and the AQ [r(28) = −0.284, P = 0.13, r(28) = −0.478, P = 0.01; and r(27) = −0.387, P = 0.04, respectively], but there was almost no correlation in experiment 4, where response sensitivity was measured in accuracy rather than speed [r(28) = −0.004]. This finding is consistent with observers with greater social aptitude being able to respond more rapidly to an actor who is selecting their reach with intention rather than reacting. The correlation over all observers in experiments 1-3 was r(87) = −0.366 (P < 0.001).
Conclusion
This study offers evidence on the perceptual mechanisms underlying social cognition. When observers were given the opportunity to predict the location of a videotaped actor's reach, they were faster to do so when the actor was deciding where to reach than when the actor was being directed by an external cue. This result was observed despite our care in removing all temporal cues from the sampling of the actor's reaches and in randomizing the two types of reaches shown to observers. This finding implies that the decision undertaken by the actor is visible to the observer before being executed by the actor. However, tests of whether the observer's sensitivity to the actor's choice was consciously accessible were negative. Tests of where the signals about the actor's choices were coming from indicated that it was widely distributed over the body, though stronger in the torso and limbs than in the head. Tests of when the signal was available indicated that it was influential even before the actor's limb started moving. Finally, sensitivity in the speeded decisions of observers was correlated with a paper-andpencil measure of social aptitude.
These findings are consistent with recent theoretical proposals claiming that social awareness involves the predictive (forward) kinematic modeling of the action consequences of others' attentional states (5) (6) (7) . With regard to the actors in the present study, the results show that early kinematic cues in the execution of chosen actions carry predictive information about the actor's ultimate choice. This observation is consistent with evidence indicating that action components are not independent of one another; at any moment in time, internal mental biases and existing bodily states unconsciously influence the unfolding of the subsequent movements in a sequence (25) . The results of this study therefore support the hypothesis that chosen actions follow more naturally and predictably from the prechoice mental and postural states of the actor than directed actions. Observing the stream of consistent kinematic cues in an actor's chosen behavior is therefore what we believe underlies the ability to predict the outcome of the reach earlier in time.
With regard to observers in the present study, the findings support the general idea that the brain is a prediction machine (25, 26) , which, in the realm of social observation, means that we are continuously gathering information to update models of others' internal states, so that we can predict what they will do next as soon as possible (5-7). The main finding of this study is that is easier to do for most observers when actors are choosing to act rather than being directed externally. The secondary findings (i) that this sensitivity to choice in the kinematics of others is not consciously accessible to observers, but (ii) that it is correlated with an independent measure of social aptitude in everyday life, bolsters the view that social action observation is a fast and implicit kinematic process linked to empathy.
